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Most theorems about the existence or uniqueness of solutions of retarded 
functional differential equations have dealt with solutions to the right of 
some intial point. However it seems of interest to look at the question of exist- 
ence and uniqueness to the left-or “backward existence and uniqueness”- 
as well. For instance this question arises in connection with the work in [2] 
on asymptotic equivalence. There it is shown, roughly speaking, that given 
a retarded functional differential equation of a certain class and a suitably 
“small” perturbation of this equation, and given a solution beginning at t = 0 
for the perturbed equation, then there is a solution to the original equation 
starting at some t,, 3 0 which approaches the given solution of the perturbed 
equation as t + co. It is natural to ask “can this second solution be extended 
back to t = 0 ?” 
Sometimes also it has been found desirable to discuss solutions of retarded 
equations on the whole line (-co, GO). (See [I].) Again the problem of the 
existence of such solutions satisfying some given “initial condition” seems 
natural. 
Such problems are clearly equivalent to questions about the forward 
existence of solutions for advanced functional differential equations. Sugiyama 
has given results in this area in [4], but he considers a different class of 
equations from ours and his initial values are points in n-space rather than 
functions. Our results will deal with initial values which are functions. We 
shall discuss both local and global existence, and in particular we shall show 
that for a certain class of linear equations the set of initial functions which 
may be extended to solutions on (-co, 0] is dense in the space of continuous 
initial functions with the topology of uniform convergence. We shall not 
attempt to state the most general results possible with our methods as this 
would lead to undue complication. It will be apparent from our proofs than 
the theorems stated can be considerably extended. 
In the case of differential-difference equations, backward existence for a 
retarded equation is often trivial. For example, consider the scalar equation (c) 
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k(t) =:= s(i ~~~ 1). Let cp be a function defined on [---I, 01. Then it is clear that 
there is a function x(t, y) which is continuous in t on [ --n - 1, 01, equal to p 
on [--I, 01, and which satisfies ( + ) on [-n, 01, where n is a positive integer, 
if and only if the nth derivative $n) is continuous on [ -1, 0] and 
p”‘(0) = p+“( ~ I), j =- 1 ,..., I?. 
In higher dimensions the discussion of differential-difference equations 
can present difficulties, even in the autonomous linear case. This has been 
considered by YIeyer in [4] and we shall mention below the relation between 
his results and ours. 
On the other hand, consider the equation 
it(t) = 2 j‘:, x(s) ds 
and let ~(0) = 1 + 0, -1 :< 0 < 0 so that 9; is continuous on [-1, 0] and 
c+(O) = 2 e, y(s) d s I .U o solution x(t, 9) with x(8, p) = q(0), -1 < B < 0, 
is defined on an interval [-1 ~ 8, 01, E > 0, as may be seen by differenti- 
ating (1) and noting that v  does not satisfy the resulting equation at t = 0. 
Another example can be found by constructing a continuously differentiable 
function # on [ - 1 , 0] satisfying 4(O) = 2 e, #(s) ds but not having a second 
derivative at t = 0. Clearly any solution of (1) must have a continuous second 
derivative, so x(t, 4) cannot exist to left of [ -1, 01. 
We shall now discuss a more general situation. Let C denote the Banach 
space of functions p mapping C-1, 0] continuously into real Euclidean 
n-space H”, and for p E C let / F 11 -7 SUP-~- B.-,, / p(H)l, where j 1 denotes any 
convenient norm in RPz. For each function x mapping an interval [U - 1, h] 
continuously into R” and for any t in [a, b] define xt E C by ~~(0) = x(t f  0), 
-1 <B<O. Letf: (-cc),01 x C+R” be continuous and consider the 
initial value problem 
for v  E C. By “ . ” we shall usually mean the right-hand derivative. However, 
if a function x is defined only on an interval [a, b], then 2(b) will refer to the 
left-hand derivative at b. Later we shall also have to use s?(t) to denote the 
left-hand derivative of x at an interior point t of the domain of X. By xc2) 
we mean (i), etc. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there is an 01 > 0, a continuous n x n matrix 
function A(.) dejined on [ +x,0), and afunctionalg: [-a, 0] x C + R” such that 
folf any 9j t C, 
f(f, 9) = A(t) d-1) t s(4 v). (3) 
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Suppose also that 
(i) A(t) is nonsingular on [-a, 01, and 
(ii) There is a continuous real-valued nonincreasing functionM( .) defined 
on[-l,O]withM(-1) =Osuchthatforeachp~[-I,01 andeachy,$in 
C with ~(0) = 4(e) for p < B < 0, 
I g(t, P> - ‘%J(c 4 < M(P) I/ P - * II (4) 
for --01 < t < 0. Then the conditions 
I. For some 7 > 0,9; is continuous on [-q, 01, and 
11. go) =f(Q 9) = 47 T(-1) +guA d 
are necessary and sufficient for there to be a function x(*, F) which is 
continuous on [-1 - F, 0] for some E > 0 and which satisfies (2) on 
[--E, 01. Note: If  x(*, v) satisfies these conditions we shall say that “x(*, p’) is a 
solution of (2) on [-8, 01.” 
Also, a(., p’) is unique if it exists. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. We sketch the proof of sufficiency and 
uniqueness. Let 6 > 0 be less than min{l, 7, a} and define successive 
approximations ~“(t, p’) on [-1 - 6, 0] as follows: 
xn(t, p) = p(t), -1 d t < 0, n = 0, 1, 2 )... 
x0@, p) = v(-l), -1 - 6 < t < -1 
XT6 v> = A-V + + l)$+ 1) +g(t + 1, x,“,;‘(q)), -1 - 6 <; t < -1, 
n = 1, 2,... 
where xs”(y) E C is defined for -S < s < 0 by x,~(~)(B) = .x~(s + 8, pl), 
-1 < 0 < 0. Conditions I and II must be used here to ensure that the 
xn(t, p) are well defined. In particular, II ensures that at each stage zn(t, sp) 
is continuous for -1 - 6 < t < 0. (Further details appear in the proof of 
Theorem 2, of which Theorem 1 is a special case.) 
Since ~“(t, p) = ~%+l(t, p’) for -1 ,< t < 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., condition (ii) 
can be used to show that for small enough 6 > 0 the ~“(t, VP> converge 
uniformly to a function x(t, p) on [- 1 - 6, 0] which solves (2) on [-SO]. 
Furthermore, if y  and ZJ are two solutions on [-S, 0] which are equal on 
[- 1, 01, then using (ii) we obtain 




for -1 - 6 < t < -1. Therefore, for small enough 6 > 0, v(t) = 4(t) on 
[ - 1 - SO], and this completes the proof. 
It is apparent from the proof that in (ii) we could allow M(p) to depend on 
max{/] p ]I,11 #II} and we need only satisfy (4) “near” t = -1. 
If p(t, B, X) : (co,01 x [-1, 0] x Rn --f Rn is continuous and Lipschitz 
continuous in X, and if a(*) is an n x n matrix valued function of bounded 
variation on [-I, 0] which is continuous at -1, then the functional 
At, VP) = f”1 da(@p(t, 0, P(e)> sa is t’ fi es a condition of type (ii). The functional 
h(t, CJJ) = C& 2-+ ~up-~+~-~-~~~~~-~+~-~ I y(e)1 also satisfies (ii), but the 
functional k(t, y) = /i v 11 d oes not. Theorem 1 can be extended to allow 
f(t, v) to depend in a nonlinear way on v( -1): 
THEOREM 2. Consider the equation 
3i”(t) = A(& x(t - 1)) + g(4 4 (5) 
where g(t, v) satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 1 and A: (-co, 0] x RR” --f Rn 
continuously. Assume that there is an 01 > 0 such that on [-LX, 01, A has a 
continuous inverse in the following sense: There exists a continuous 
function B: [--CL, 0] x R” --f Rn such that for --01 < t < 0 and x E Rn, 
A(t, B(t, x)) = x = B(t, A(t, x)). Further suppose that for any Y > 0 there 
is an m(r) such that if I y  j < Y, I y1 I < r, then I B(t, Y) - B(t, YJI < 
m(r) I y  - y1 I. Then the Conditions I and II of Theorem 1 are necessary and 
s@cient for v  E C to have a unique backward extension to some interval 
[--I - e, 0] as a solution of (5) on [-e, 01. 
Note: The requirement that A(t, x) have a global inverse in the above 
sense could be relaxed to a requirement that it have a local Lipschitz 
continuous inverse in a neighborhood of v( - 1). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We need to discuss only the sufficiency, so assume 
that CJI satisfies I and II. With 77 as in II and for fixed 6 > 0,s < min{l, (Y, T}, 
define sequences {x”(*)} and { y”( .)} as follows: 
x”(O) = v(O), -1 < 19 < 0, n = 0, 1,2 ,.,. 
x0(t) = 9(-l), -1 -s < t < -1 
y”(t) = $(t + 1) - g(t + 1, x&r) -1 - 6 < t < -1 
x”(t) = B(t + 1, y”(t)) 1 71 = 1, 2,... . 
Again we use II to show that for n = 1,2,..., x”(e) is continuous on 
[-1 - 6, 01. In fact, x0(*) is continuous by definition so y’(t) is defined on 
[-1 - 6, -1). Also 
lim y’(t) = &ye @(t + 1) - g(t + 1, $+J) 
t+-1- 
= go) - g(O, v> = 40, d-1)); 
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hence lim,,-,- xl(t) = B(0, JO, p’( - 1))) = v( - 1) = x’( - 1). Similarly we 
see that each x”(e) is continuous and hence the sequences (x”(e)} and {Y”(a)} 
are well-defined. Also 
But 
x;+1(e) = xqt + 1 + e) = 1 
p)(t + 1 + S), -2 - t < 8 < 0 
iqt + 2 + 8, yyt + I + e)), -I d e < -2 - t, 
For given r>O we see that if jYj(~)(<r, j=n-I, n-2, 
-1 - 8 6 s < -1, then j y”(t) -y”-“(t)/ < M(6) /I a$;: - xF;f 1) < 
MN w> SUP-l4<s<-l I Y +l(~) -y”-“(s)/ for -1 - S < t < -1. It then 
follows that for small enough 6 > 0 the sequences {x”(m)} and {y”(m)} converge 
to limiting functions x(e) and y(e), uniformly on [-1 - 6, 0] and [-1 - 6, -1) 
respectively. Furthermore, 
A(t + 1, x(t)> = A(t + 1, B(r + l,r(t))) 
= y(t) = 3i^(t + 1) - g(t + 1, %,l> 
for -1 - 6 < t < -1. By definition, 2(O) = A(0, x( -1)) - g(0, x,,) so 
x(e) solves (5) on [--6,O]. Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 1 and this 
completes the proof. 
A more interesting question perhaps is when the solutions obtained above 
can be extended to longer intervals. We shall discuss this for linear equations. 
In order to simplify the presentation, without however losing essential 
features, we shall consider the equation 
qt) = A(t) x(t - 1) + 1’ da(e) x(t + e) 
-1 
= A(t) x(t - 1) +L(X,) (6) 
where, as before, a(*) is an n x n matrix function of bounded variation on 
C-1, 0] which is continuous at -1, so that L(v) = r-t &r(0) p(B) satisfies 
Condition (ii) of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let n be a positive integer and suppose that on [-n, 01, A(t) 
is non-singular and A (+I) ( t) is continuous. Then the conditions 
and 
(b) @+l)(O) = j0 $1 A(“)(O) $j-7c)(-l) +L(#j)), j = 0, l,..., n - 1 
are necessary and sz@cient to ensure that x(t, p’) can be extended to [--n - 1,0] 
so as to soZve (6) on [-n, 01. 
Proof. We illustrate the proof by considering the case n = 2. From the 
proof of Theorem 1 and the fact that A-l(t) is bounded over [ -1, 0] it is 
clear that x(t, v) can be extended to [-2,0] so as to solve (6) on [-1, 01, and 
we assume this has been done. We must then show that x(t, v) can be extended 
to an interval [ -2 - 6,0] as a solution of (6) on [- 1 - 6, 01. We shall verify 
that such an extension exists by showing that when x(t, y) has been extended 
to [-2,0] then aft, p) is differentiable on [-2, -I] and 
*Y-l, v) = 4-l) 4-Z 9~) + W-,(y)). (7) 
Here X-~(P)(~) = x( -1 + 8, v), --I < 0 < 0, and 9 denotes the left-hand 
derivative. The proof is then completed by applying Theorem 1 and noting 
that the resulting solution on [-I - 8, 0] can be extended to a solution on 
[-2, 01, since A-l(t) is bounded on [-2, 01. 
In order to verify that k(t, p) is continuous for -2 f  f < 1, and to check 
(7), we first note that if, in fact, x(t, 9’) is differentiable on [-2,0], then 
(d/dt) L(x,) = L&), -1 < t < 0. Therefore we consider the equation 
obtained by differentiating (6) i.e. 
a(t) = A(t) x(t - 1) + A(t) *(t - 1) + [l’ da(o) ti(t + e), -1 <t<o. 
1 
From the relation x(t, p’) = si 3i(s, ~JJ) ds + ~(0) we are led to consider the 
equation 
2(t) = A(t) [j-$-l z(s) ds + y(O)] + A(t) z(t - 1) + L(q) (8) 
0 
with x(Q) = +(0), -1 < 8 < 0. We write this in the form 
2(t) = A(t) z(t - 1) + L,(t, zt) 
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where L,(t, #) = A(t)[Jt +(s) ds - S,-’ $(0) de] + L($). We see that if 
#r(8) = #a(e) for p < ~9 $0, then 
and: therefore L, satisfies (ii) of Theorem 1. Using (a) and (b) we see that (8) 
has a solution z(a) on [-1, 01, with .a, = + and z(e) defined on [ -2,O]. We 
have left only to verify that x(t, p’) = Ji .Z(ZL) du + v(O). To do this we set 
R(t, v) = JI z(u) du + ~(0). We then integrate (8) to obtain 
z(t) - z(0) = ,: A(s) [j:-’ Z(U) du + p(O)] ds + j; A(s) x(s - 1) ds 
+ jt W,) ds. 
0 
Integrating the first integral on the right-hand side by parts, and noting that 
z(t) - z(0) = J?(t) - v(O), we obtain 
l?(t) = A(t) R(t - 1) + e(O) - A(0) ~(-1) + /” Jo da(o) z(s + 0) ds. 
0 -1 
But 
j: jy, da(B) x(s + 0) ds = j”, da(o) j;” x(U) du 
= j”, da(Q) ) jr” z(u) du - j; X(U) du/ 
= jr, du(e)[R(t i- 0) - y(O)] - ?^1, dn(e) j; z(U) d” 
and using the relation+(O) = R(0) p?( - 1) + J:, da(o) ~(8) we find that 
l?(t) = A(t) R(t - 1) -kL(R,), -1 <t<o. (9) 
From the definitions of R and z, it follows that R(t) = x(t, v), --I < t < 0, 
and so by the uniqueness part of Theorem 1, R(t) = aft, p), --2 < t < 0. 
Therefore x(t, p’) is differentiable on [-2, -11. From (9), 
q-1, p) = 5(-l, v) = A(-1) = A(-I) x(-2, p1) + L(x-,(qJ)), 
proving (7) and completing the proof of the Theorem. 
COROLLARY. Suppose A(.) E Cm on (-co, 01. Suppose also that A(t) is 
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nonsingular for --cc < t < 0. Then (6) h as a solution on (--Co, 0] satisfying 
x0 = v  27, and only if, v  E Cm[- 1, 0] = {g): [ - 1, 0] -+ R”/@) E C, j = 0, l,... }, 
and 
for j = 0, l,... . This solution will be unique. 
Remark. K. Meyer has proved a similar theorem in [4] for the autonomous 
case. He discusses equations of the form 
i {A,& - 4 + A,,+P# - 4> = f(t) 
where the Ai are constant n x n matrices and the real “time lags” wj satisfy 
0 = w() < Wl < *.. < urn. Heref is a real n-vector valued function. Meyer 
is especially concerned with the case A, singular, and gives conditions for the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions on [-1, a). If we change the time 
scale and direction, setting T = (-t - w,)/w, , and assume Agi = 0, 
j = 0, I,..., m - 1, A,, nonsingular, we obtain an equation of the type we 
have considered above, and Meyer’s results overlap and extend ours in this 
special case. However, his results do not extend to the more general equations 
we consider, as equation (1) and the following example both show. (We are 
grateful to the Referee for calling Meyer’s paper to our attention. It is clear 
from this paper that a further application of our results is to the existence of 
solutions to the degenerate equations of singular perturbations.) 
We now give an example to show that if, in (6), we allow A(t) to be singular, 
the we may not have uniqueness on (-00, 01. Consider the scalar equation 
x(t) = A(t) x(t - l), where A E C”(-03,0], A(t) = 0 on [-I, 01, A(t) > 0 
on (-co, -211. We shall show that there is a nontrivial solution of this 
equation on (-co, 0] which vanishes identically on r-1, 01. 
It is clear from the above Corollary that a function x(t) satisfying 
x E C”[-3, -21, ZPl) (-2) = i (i) A(“)(-2) xrj-/c)(-3), j = 0, 1,2,... 
k=O 
(**I 
can be extended to a solution on (-00, -211. This solution can then be 
extended to (- co,01 by the formulas 
x(t) = x(-2) + f  A(s) x(s - 1) ds, -2 < t < -1, 
-2 
x(t) = X(-l), -1 < t < 0. 
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The conditions (H) are completely determined by the values of x on 
C-3, -II/41 and [-9/4, -21. The values of x in [-21/8, --19/S] can be 
adjusted so that x(----l) = X( -2) + r: A(s) x(s - 1) ds = 0, so that 
x(t) = 0 on [-1, 01. 
Our last general result is a consequence of the above Corollary. 
THEOREM 4. The set of functions go for which x(t, q~) can be extended to a 
solution on (-co, 0] is dense in the space C. 
Proof. Let #E C and E > 0 be given. We wish to find a function v 
satisfying the conditions of the corollary and such that )I y - II, // < E. First 
choose v,, E C”[ -1, 0] with /j v0 - Z/J j/ < e/2. Define the operator PI by 
Plb) = 9x0) - 40) d-1) - wP)* 
Then PI is unbounded on P[-I, 01, in the norm /j p 1) = supPIGeGO j v(0)/, 
and so b I P&P) = 01 is a dense hyperplane in Cm[-1, 01. (See [5], pg. 139.) 
We now proceed by induction to choose a sequence (vi}, with each 
vi E P[-I, 0] and with 
(4 
and 
(B) 0 = Pl(& = P&j) = **a = P&j), j = 1, 2,... 
where 
pi(v) = #i’(()) - :g (i ; ‘! A’W(O) @-1-W(-1) --(v’i-l’), 
i = 1, 2,... . 
We have chosen q.~~ . Suppose v1 ,..., p”n have been chosen. vn may be 
considered as an element of the space 
qpl, 01 = (9’ I ?J E Crn[-1, 01, PI(T) = *a. = P,(v) = 0) 
with norm I( 9 Iln = 11 y /I + // 9; // + a*. + /I @) /I. Then the operator P,+l 
is unbounded on Cz[-1, 0] and so (9 ( v E Cz[-1, 01, P,+l(~) = 0} is dense 
in Cz[ -1 , 01. Therefore there is a T~+~ in C’r+J -1 , 0] with 
Therefore the sequence {vj} satisfying (a) and (8) exists. For any fixed n, 
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h rn)> is an equicontinuous uniformly bounded sequence and so a subsequence 
will converge uniformly on [- 1, 01. It follows by a diagonal argument that 
some subsequence of {p?i} exists which converges uniformly on [-I, 0] to a 
function 9) E P-1, 0] with 1: g, -- Z,!I // E E and with x(t, v) defined as a 
solution on (--03,0]. This completes the proof. 
Certain other topological results arc obvious from Theorems 1 and 2. In 
particular, for a nonlinear equation of the type (5) considered in Theorem 2 
it is clear that for small enough F > 0, {p’ 1 x(t, F) exists on [ - 1 - E, 0]} is 
dense in C. We do not know if this is true for an arbitrary functional 
differential equation of the type (2), but certainly one does not have “nonlocal” 
backward existence on a dense subset of C for nonlinear equations in general. 
For example, the function I/J(~) = -0, -1 < 0 5.; 0, cannot be uniformly 
approximated by solutions on [--I, 0] of the equation z?(t) = 1 ~(t - I);. 
We also note that for retarded functional differential equations one does 
not have continuity of solutions to the left with respect to initial conditions 
if we use the uniform convergence topology in the space of initial conditions. 
For example consider the scalar equation $t) = 3~(t - 1) and the space 
Cl = {p’ 19, E C, +(O) = v( - I)}. The map y  ---f x( -2, ‘p) is well defined for 
v  E Cl, but in order for this to be continuous from Cl to R1 we need to use the 
norm 
on Cr. 
Results for certain other classes of equations besides those covered by 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be obtained by various methods. For instance, an 
equation such as (1) can be handled by differentiating it, while for an equation 
such as 
3i(t) = x(t - 4) + j:-, r(s) ds, with x0 = qb 
set y(t) = k(t) - x(t - $) and differentiate to obtain 
j(t) = x(t) - x(t - 1) = v(t) + y(t - $) + v(t - $), -& < t < 0, 
which can be used to extend y  to [-1, 0] and hence x to [-it 01. The above 
methods also give results for equations such as 2(t) = x(t - 1) + j:z: X(S) ds. 
One type of equation for which we have no result is exemplified by 
This does not fall into any of the categories discussed above. We might 
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mention that the plausible technique of adding on a term of the form 
EX(~ - 1) apparently fails because the resulting equation seems to have 
the character of a singular perturbation. 
Finally, to tie up loose ends, the equation z?(t) = II xt :) alluded to above 
can be considered in an ad hoc fashion according to where the initial 
function rp takes on its maximum absolute value. 
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